
Objective: G8.1SS.C9.PO2 - I can describe the impact of the Cold War on the United States. 

Student Questions: What was the Cold War? How did it affect the United States?  

Key Points: 

1. After WWII, in 1947, the Central Intelligence Agency was created to protect national security. 

2. After WWII, the US and U.S.S.R. entered a period of direct competition for the world’s hearts and 

minds, fueled by the competing ideologies of democracy and free market economy, and communism. 

Fear of the spread of communism hit the U.S. in 1954 when Sen. Joseph McCarthy accused the 

government of being infiltrated by communist spies.  

2. Adding to this fear, the US and the U.S.S.R. competed head-to-head to amass ever larger nuclear 

weapons, called the arms race, and to dominate space.  

3. In 1961, the US deployed nuclear ballistic missiles in Turkey and Italy, pointed at the U.S.S.R. The 

U.S.S.R. retaliated by allying with Cuba and building missile silos on the island. The Cuban Missile Crisis, 

over 13 days in 1962, was the closest the US and the U.S.S.R. ever came to an actual armed conflict, 

when the U.S.S.R. attempted to ship missiles to Cuba.   

Anticipatory Set/ Lesson Hook:  Red Dot Activity / Red Scare Simulation 

Procedures:  

1. As students enter the class room, give them a pre-prepared dot. Tell them to keep it secret, put it in a 

pocket, and share it with no one! Anyone caught sharing will have to sit out the simulation. 

2. TW begin by setting expectations for the simulation: 

• For this simulation, you will form groups based on your secret identities. 

• You have each received a piece of paper. Keep it secret! 

– Some of you have a blue dot. 

– Some of you have a red dot. 

– There are fewer red dots than blue dots. 

3. TW instruct students to: 

• Secretly look at your dot. DO NOT REVEAL YOUR DOT TO ANYONE! 

• When you are done looking at your dot, hide it or put it in your pocket. 

• Revealing your dot to ANYONE will disqualify you from the simulation. 

4. TW instruct students: 

Your goal is to do the following: 

• Form as large of a group of blue dot-only members as possible. 

Points will be assigned based on the following: 



– The largest group of blue dot students will win one point for every blue dot member. 

– The whole group will lose ALL points if there is one red dot in the group. 

– Red dots win 15 points for being the only dot in a group. 

– Red dots win 7 points, if they are among multiple red dots in a group. 

– Red dots will add all their points at the end, and win / lose as a group. 

5. TW instruct students: 

Here’s some helpful advice: 

• Keep in mind that everyone in class will deny having a red dot. Look for any indication of 

suspicion. 

• If you suspect someone has a red dot, you should say out loud, “Ricky has a red dot!” You should 

point the red dot out to others. 

• If you are a red dot, and this happens, DO NOT REVEAL YOUR DOT TO ANYONE! Instead, you 

must bluff your way to convince the blue dots in your group that you are not a red dot.  

6. TW take as many student questions about the simulation as necessary. 

• What questions do you have before you start? 

• When I say “GO!” -- You will have 5 minutes to talk to other students and form your groups. 

• When I touch the chimes, you must freeze in place and talking must end immediately. No 

exceptions.  

• We will reveal dots one person at a time and assign points as we go. 

7. SW conduct the simulation. TW allow students to move freely around the classroom and talk as loudly 

as possible. TW set a timer, and when time is up, TW tally the points for each group and declare a 

winner. Red-dotless groups get a candy / incentive. 

8. SW Write about the simulation.  

On a separate sheet of paper, SW answer the following questions: 

• How did you feel, when you received a blue dot? A red dot?  

• What methods did you use to determine who had a red dot? A blue dot? 

• Given that there was no way to know for sure who was or was not a red dot, why did you try so 

hard to convince others that certain class members were red dots?  

• What emotions fueled this activity? Can you think of a time in history when something like this 

occurred?  

• If you were friends with a suspected red dot, were you accused of being a red dot, too?  

• How did you prove you were a blue dot, without showing your dot to anyone? 

• If you were a red dot, what were you? What did people call you? Traitor? Spy? Liar?) What do 

you think red symbolized? 



• If you were a blue dot, what were you? What did people call you? Friend? Brother? Sister? What 

do you think blue symbolized? 

• What clues – body language, words used to describe themselves, etc. -- lead you to your 

suspicions about other students’ dots? 

9. TW explain: This activity was designed to allow you to experience the anti-communism hysteria and 

suspicion of the McCarthy Era in U.S. history during the 1950’s  

• During this era, Americans turned on their fellow citizens and denounced them as Communist 

sympathizers based on little or no evidence. 

• The fear was Communist spies, or sympathizers, had infiltrated society and were reporting back 

to the Soviet Union. 

10. SW take brief notes about McCarthyisn and the Red Scare. See PPT from UNC K-12 Database of 

Resources, https://civics.sites.unc.edu/files/2012/05/JoeMcCarthyRedScarePPT.pdf 

Closure: Exit slip, CQS: What should the country’s leaders be more focused on protecting – security of 

the nation, or guaranteeing the freedoms of a nation’s people? Why? 

 


